
Interims Report after 11/12 of project 
time 



Outputs on the strategical level, to the 
topic „trauma“ 

• Brochure 

• Picture book          Easily accessible via website 

• Videos 

• Website 

• Comic  There was no need to produce a comic due to the 

good acceptance of the children book by young adults 

• Articles in the educational press have been 
published and will be published 

 

 



Outputs: website    brochure     
picture book      comic   videos 

• The different outputs are translated in the different project languages: 

 

 Brochure:   English 

  Romanian 

  Swedish 

  Spanish 

  Polish 

  Italian For the translation of “Trauma and School” we are 
having a lot of problems because we can't do it : the agency 
requires people external to the school  and also they have to 
invoice which in Italy means to have a VAT number , a thing that 
only some categories have ( Architects, engineers  , MD etc) but 
the agency  also requires that the person should have a title as 
translator.....We are still looking around. 

   

  

 



Picture Book   English        (hard copies) 

  Romanian         (hard copies, 2nd edition due to the big 
 demand)  

  Swedish        (hard copies)  

  Italian : recorded, available on Website  

  Spanish: recorded, available on Website  

  Polish   translated and recorded  (podcast on youtube) 



 

• Does the website attract attention ? 

 

• Do the videos attract attention ? 



The website attracts attention, since 
November the clicks have increased 

 



The videos attract attention? 
 

502 

601 



Polish translation of Lily, Ben and Omid 

43 

93 



Speech about trauma in Rusciori 

258 

427 



Uniti per il successo 

193 

207 



England: a school enhances self 
confidence 

875 

1574 



European level (and outside Europe) 

• We attract attention to the mute topic 
„trauma and school“ and give first evidence 
how we can cope better in the daily school life 
with impaired students 



Discussion about the tabooed topic 
trauma 

 

 

                Sweden compared with Romania 



Romania 

 The Romanian partners were very much 
engaged in the project. The topic „trauma“ 
was easily accepted and attracted many 
people. 

 Our brochures, books and the cases were 
highly welcome and disseminated 











 



Sweden 

 The Swedish partners were very much 
engaged in the project. In spite of this 
engagement it was very difficult to introduce 
the topic trauma. There was no response 
when the Swedish partners approached 
newspapers, the educational press, 
gouvernemental organisations… 



I tried to support them, when I met two ladies  
of the Swedish red cross in Switzerland who are  
in charge with refugees. They seemed being inte- 
Rested but later they didn‘t answer anymore. 





 When I presented the topic trauma and the 
outputs of our project in March 2018 in 
Leksand some of the teachers seemed afraid 
of the topic. They sat far away from me. At the 
end of the speech some of them approached 
me and expressed their gratitude. 



The resignation Syndrome, „Swedish mistery illness“ 
a syndrome among rejected asylum seekers which 
only exists in Sweden reveals that Sweden needs 

more knowledge on trauma. 



• What is your explanation for this different 
approach to the topic of trauma? 

• Could it have something to do with the 
culture? 

• Could it have something to do with the 
different historical back ground? 



• What is your specific experience on behalf of 
introducing the tabooed topic trauma in your 
school? 

• … in your society? 

• Can you give us a hypothesis why it is like 
that? (historical back ground?) 



Thank you for the fantastic 
cooperation! 


